
A priority in rebuilding Talent Mobile Estates is letting the

residents have control of the rebuild and redesign process.

CASA Director of Manufactured Housing and Cooperative

Development, Rose Ojeda, believes this could be a fun and exciting

process for future residents. "They should be the ones mapping out

where their community center should be or where they want their

green spaces located."

 

Community engagement has been important to the project’s

success. Volunteers have called displaced families, hosted cultural

gatherings, and provided food to build a sense of community in

advance of the project. Many residents are Latino/a/x, and this

project aims to highlight their voices and reflect their culture in

the final design of this new resident-owned community—the first

of its kind in the Rogue Valley!

 

To read more about Coalición Fortaleza’s work in the

community, visit: www.coalicionfortaleza.org  

 

This June, Oregon Housing and Community Services awarded

more than $73 million to wildfire-affected counties across the

state. $7 million of these funds have been set aside to purchase and

convert Talent Mobile Estates into an affordable, resident-

owned neighborhood. CASA of Oregon has been able to jump-start

this project with the help of Coalición Fortaleza, a local nonprofit.

These two groups have been working to bring residents displaced

by the Almeda Fire back to Talent Mobile Estates. The original idea

of buying the land and converting the commercial manufactured

housing park to a resident-owned neighborhood was put forward

by a previous resident.

“For the past 20 months we’ve been exploring this idea of what it

would look like to purchase land and bring back families to Talent

or to Phoenix,” says Érica Ledesma, Executive Director of

Coalición Fortaleza. Now that CASA has successfully purchased

Talent Mobile Estates, says Ledesma, “This is not just an idea

anymore, this is actually happening.”
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Welcome to the Community Recovery and Rebuilding newsletter. This
is a joint newsletter from the Jackson County Community Long-Term
Recovery Group (JCC LTRG). To see our latest resource list, please
visit: www.jccltrg.org/resources.
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CASA of Oregon Receives $7 Million
to Convert Talent Mobile Estates into
a Resident-owned Neighborhood  

For more detailed

information and resources in

this newsletter, please scan

this QR code with your

phone's camera.

Do you have a cherished pet who lived through the Almeda Fire?

Beginning in September, Firebrand Resiliency Collective is

providing a limited number of pet tags commemorating the wildfire

anniversary available to our resilient fur friends! Interested pet

owners are asked to email cass@zonecaptains.org to register your

pet for their special “Survivor” tag.

 
 We will be featuring the stories of resilience from our furry friends

in upcoming issues, highlighting the strength of fur-family

members. Submit your stories via email to: care@jccltrg.org 
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“I feel a sense of purpose every day. Whether it's helping

survivors connect with the agencies offering assistance or

collecting recovery data to direct folks towards housing options,

I feel like I can finally see my own value. Zone Captains has

also given me a voice to identify where changes need to be made

and to be able to give input to the decision makers about

recovery needs for other survivors.”

 

Sixteen months after the fire, Cassandra and her sister completed

the herculean task of rebuilding their home and moved back to the

Barnum neighborhood in Phoenix. In addition to helping

individuals, Cass has also been able to overcome her fear of public

speaking to serve on the Citizens' Advisory Committee for the

Envision Bear Creek project, which seeks to reimagine the use,

governance, and restoration of the Bear Creek Greenway—the

main line of travel for the Almeda Fire.
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SURVIVAL AND RESILIENCE: The Story
of Cassandra Cornwell
Grit is a trait that is often hard to pin down, but we know it when

we see it. Commonly defined as “courage and resolve; strength of

character,” many believe it is about “surrendering one’s ego to do

the job that needs to get done and doing it for the benefit of others.”

Cass Cornwell is an individual who has demonstrated incredible

grit in her work since the Almeda Fire.

 

As a Zone Captain, Cass has helped hundreds of fire survivors

find critical resources, all while navigating her own personal home

rebuild and recovery. On September 8, 2020, she lost the Phoenix,

OR, home she shared with her sister. As a survivor, Cass spent the

months after the fire feeling disconnected, traumatized, unable to

find motivation, and in a place of deep depression. The events of

that fateful day were constantly being replayed in her mind, and

for the first year, she was unable to leave her home base (her

“refugee home,” as she describes the home she suddenly shared

with her sister and parents) for fear of breaking down in public.

There was little privacy, solitude, or solid routines, which

presented a big challenge for her. Finally, she connected with the

Almeda Fire Zone Captains program, which elevates survivors into

positions as empowered peers armed with knowledge about

resources, a job, and access to the rooms where recovery decisions

are being made.

“The Zone Captains Program saved my life,” Cass says. “When I

found the Zone Captains, I was able to meet virtually via zoom

with other fire survivors and share my story while hearing theirs.

Aside from giving me an opportunity to connect with other fire

survivors, becoming a Zone Captain has supported my personal

growth in more than one way. I suddenly knew I was no longer

alone. I started to move out of my depression and decided that I

wanted to offer the same encouragement to others that lifted me

up.”

 

Today, Cass is a Coordinator for the Zone Captains program

and, since January 2022, has helped over 226 individual

survivors navigate the resources they will need to begin their

own journey home. Cass continues to thrive in the program and

has even turned her neurodivergence to her advantage. She has

used her remarkable talent for data collection and retention to act

as an informal housing navigator for families and elderly residents

looking to move back into the 20 mobile home parks that are

rebuilding after being destroyed in the fire. When a spreadsheet

that a state agency was keeping to track available mobile home

spaces was shared with her, Cass leapt into action and started

filling in the gaps with all she knew. She now maintains that

database, and both Oregon Housing and Community Services and

ACCESS (our state-funded housing navigator) rely on her up-to-

the-minute knowledge to bring survivors home.

 

Cass Corwell -

Almeda fire

survivor and

Zone Captain

 

Rogue Community Health Housing
Program Sees Residents Succeed

and Move to Permanent Housing
 
 
 

 The Rogue Way Home is a community-led program that offers

transitional housing to fire survivors along with a suite of

services to help ensure residents have the resources necessary to

get back on a path towards the life and home of their choosing.

With 123 units already renovated and 94 more under renovation

at the four locations, Rogue Community Health is working to

provide more comfortable efficiency units to people in need. 

 



The Rogue Way Home program has a whole-person care approach. It fosters a supportive community environment with regular social

events that provide residents with opportunities to interact with their neighbors and have fun. The Merrick site recently hosted a luau,

inviting residents from all four properties, and bingo nights are coming soon. 

 

Residents are provided ongoing access to resources such as health care, food assistance, employment training, and other social support

services with on-site property managers and regular visits from Rogue Community Health and community partners. Rogue Way Home

properties also provide free wi-fi and TV, a dog run, laundry facilities, and 24/7 security.  

 

From The Jackson property alone, five residents have already successfully moved on to permanent housing. With units currently available at

The Jackson and The Merrick locations and ongoing renovations across the four Rogue Way Home properties, Rogue Community Health is

ready to welcome and support more residents.  

 

To learn more about the amenities at each property and the Rogue Way Home program, visit www.roguecommunityhealth.org/rogue-

way-home 

Are you a survivor of the 2020 Almeda and South Obenchain fires and in need of assistance? Please call ACCESS' Center for

Community Resilience at 541-414-0318 or email: ccrstaff@accesshelps.org
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Rogue Community Health Housing Program Cont.

Division of Financial

Regulation

Jackson Care Connect

ACCESS

Rogue World Music

Rogue Food Unites

United Way of Jackson

County

True South Solar

Almeda & South Obenchain
fires 2022 commemoration
events are planned across the
community.  

Make plans to join one or all of

the upcoming events!

Thank you to our JCC LTRG

"Unity Through Community"

Sponsors! 

https://roguecommunityhealth.org/rogue-way-home/
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